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Dordan to Display Popular Bio Resin Show N Tell at the International CES,  

Including highly-anticipated “Algae-Plastic”  

 

The International CES (CES) is a major-technology related trade show held each January in the 

Las Vegas Convention Center in Las Vegas, Nevada. Not open to the public, the Consumer 

Electronics Association-sponsored show hosts previews of products and new product 

announcements. 

 

Las Vegas—January 8, 2013—First time exhibiting consumer electronics packaging specialist 

Dordan Manufacturing will be displaying it’s popular Bio Resin Show N Tell at Internal CES; 

this exhibit is a compilation of Dordan’s R&D into bio-based/biodegradable/compostable resins 

that can be used in consumer product packaging.  

The Show N Tell, first unveiled at Pack Expo 2010 and brought back by popular demand in 2011 

and 2012, now has 9 alternative materials profiled, including comparative performance and cost 

analysis. Materials sampled include: Cellulous acetate, PHA, TerraPET™, PLA & starch, PLA, 

Oshenite’s “annually renewable” calcium carbonate and PP, DPET, and ALGIX’s “algae-

plastic.”  

Located in the Sustainable Planet Tech Zone in the Venetian Ballroom, booth #70326, Dordan 

Manufacturing looks forward to showcasing the various sustainable materials included in its 

Show N Tell with the CES community; in doing so, Dordan hopes to enhance the dialogue 

surrounding sustainable plastics in order to situate the consumer electronics industry with the 

tools available in the development of more sustainable packaging systems.  

Dordan CEO and President Daniel Slavin comments, “What began as a simple investigation into 

the performance of this new class of “green” materials has become a powerful educational tool, 

intended to share with interested parties the application and performance of these new materials. 

As custom thermoformers, it is our pleasure to speak to these issues; in doing so, we hope to 

position our clients with the information needed to select the best material for the job.” 

About Dordan Manufacturing Co. Inc. 
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Incorporated in 1962, Dordan is a Midwestern based, National supplier of custom designed 

thermoformed packaging solutions like clamshells, blisters, trays and components for the 

consumer goods and electronics industries. Dordan will be exhibiting at International CES 

January 8-11, 2013, booth # 70326. Learn more at www.Dordan.com.  
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